
THE CONTROVERSY SURROUNDING THE SUGAR ACT AND THE STAMP

ACT IN THE AMERICAN COLONIES

All of sudden after over a century and a half of permitting relative self-rule, Britain was The Stamp Act of was not the first
attempt to tax the American colonies. Parliament had passed the Sugar Act and Currency Act the previous year.

The "Declaration of Rights and Grievances" was duly sent to the king, and petitions were also sent to both
Houses of Parliament. The colonists went into hyper-angry mode. Shortly thereafter, George Grenville , the
British first lord of the treasury and prime minister, proposed the Stamp Act; Parliament passed the act without
debate in  This idea sparked even more debate. In addition to restricting westward movement, the parent
country was actually enforcing its trade laws. Moreover, the funds received from American colonists barely
covered one-third of the cost of maintaining British troops in the 13 colonies. This radical proposal went too
far for most delegates and was rejected. Rather than a disciplined volley there were no orders given to fire , a
ragged series of shots was fired, which hit 11 men. In the first half of the 18th century, however, British
enforcement of this system had been lax. Several Sons of Liberty members were printers and publishers who
distributed articles about the meetings and demonstrations the Sons of Liberty held, as well as its fundamental
political beliefs and what it wanted to accomplish. Violators did not receive the benefit of a trial by jury;
rather, they were at the mercy of the British admiralty courts. Unfortunately, William Pitt's fear became a
reality. That the duties imposed by several late Acts of Parliament, from the peculiar circumstances of these
colonies, will be extremely burthensome and grievous; and from the scarcity of specie, the payment of them
absolutely impracticable. Some newspapers were on the royal payroll and supported the Act, but most of the
press was free and vocal. What was the purpose of maintaining British garrisons in the colonies now that the
French threat was gone? Pitt, like Burke, had taken into account that American has been left alone for a very
long time and that they would not appreciate a swift action from Parliament demanding a tax. The Roots of
Colonial Resistance Coming in the midst of economic hardship in the colonies, the Stamp Act aroused
vehement resistance. Pitt did not agree with the Stamp Act, and he even applauded the colonists for refusing to
pay it, but he did "[maintain] that the Parliament [had] the right to bind [and] to restrain America" [ 19 ].
Significance: The colonists developed organized resistance against it. Parliament admittedly possessed a
general supervisory authority over the colonies, but if, under the guise of regulation, it were to infringe upon
the right of taxation through duly elected representatives, it would be guilty of an arbitrary violation of the
constitution. Declaration of Rights and Grievances The Stamp Act stirred activity among colonial
representatives to denounce what they saw as the disregard of colonial rights by the Crown. Due to the
opposition to this particular act, Parliament repealed the Revenue Act and Lord Grenville attempted to gain
the required revenues though another route. Many circumvented it and most equated taxation without
representation with despotism and tyranny, thus providing a common vocabulary of protest for the Thirteen
Colonies. Deeds, wills, marriage licenses â€” contracts of any sort â€” were not recognized as legal in a court
of law unless they were prepared on this paper. The revenue raised from taxing the colonies was used to pay
for their own defense. By the beginning of , most of the stamp distributors had resigned their commissions,
many of them under duress. The debt had been incurred on the colonies' behalf, and they should have to help
pay for their protection. The Townshend Acts were met with resistance in the colonies in the form of boycotts,
the work of the Daughters of Liberty, and nonconsumption agreements. In March, , Grenville gave notice of
his intention to impose stamp duties; laying the matter over for a year, however, in order that the colonies
might be consulted. What motive can remain, to induce the parliament to abridge the privileges, and lessen the
rights of the most loyal and dutiful subjects; subjects justly intituled to ample freedom, who have long
enjoyed, and not abused or forfeited their liberties, who have used them to their own advantage, in dutiful
subserviency to the orders and interests of Great-Britain? As Garrick cried in pain, one of his companions
began to argue with White, attracting a larger crowd. Miller noted that the name was adopted as a result of
Barre's use of the term in his February speech. Aftermath The Boston Massacre is considered one of the most
important events that turned colonial sentiment against King George III and British parliamentary authority.
Merchants in other colonial ports eventually joined the boycott. The commissioners of customs anticipated
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greater demand for both molasses and rum as a result of the end of the war and the acquisition of Canada.
Timothy Ruggles in particular was Bernard's man, and was elected chairman of the Congress. The most
famous popular resistance took place in Boston, where opponents of the Stamp Act, calling themselves the
Sons of Liberty, enlisted the rabble of Boston in opposition to the new law.


